FROM CONCEPT TO CLOSEOUT —
WE HELP OUR CLIENTS MOVE FROM OLD,
PAPER-BASED SYSTEMS TO A ROBUST,
DYNAMIC AND FULLY-INTEGRATED eRA SYSTEM.
“We’re committed to providing the
best eRA solutions and that aim
has resulted in over 20 years of
sustained growth and service
to the research community.”
EDDIE JOHNSON, PRESIDENT
INFOED GLOBAL

Efficient, expert and expedient eRA
solutions are crucial in today’s complex
Research Administration Environment.
Realize cost savings, improve data integrity, streamline administration processes
and accelerate compliance through the use of InfoEd Global’s unparalleled suite of
applications, services and educational programs.

iROS MODULES
• SPIN FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES		

• CONFLICT OF INTEREST

• PRE-AWARD					

• POST-AWARD

• FINANCIAL TRACKING				

• HUMAN STUDIES IRB/E THICS

• ANIMAL STUDIES/IACUC			

• ENVIRONMENTAL SAFETY

• CLINICAL TRIALS				

• TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

• RESEARCH OUTPUTS

OUR CORE BELIEF INDUSTRY EXPERIENCE AND KNOWLEDGE IS THE FOUNDATION OF SUPERIOR
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

iROS SOFTWARE SUITE
The iROS Solutions Suite represents a
comprehensive, fully integrated collection of
software applications specically designed to
reduce the cost, time, and inefficacy that confront
today’s research offices.
iROS Solutions eliminate the redundant effort,
last minute paper chases, and compliance blind
spots that represent near universal administrative
challenges.
Grouped into seven key Areas of Expertise, iROS
Solutions can be installed individually, or in any
combination that ts the needs of your institution
or organization.

GRANTS & CONTRACTS
For more than 20 years, Principal Investigators
and Research Administrators have been relying
on the InfoEd Grants and Contracts Suite to
automate and streamline every step of
Pre-Award and Post-Award management.
Whether used separately or as a cohesive unit,
the InfoEd Grants and Contracts Suite supports
an integrated, collaborative workow.
Investigators, departments and central offices can
link interdependent activities, share a common
view, and eliminate redundancy.

SPIN GLOBAL SUITE
A single solution for Researchers and Principal
Investigators who desire to spend less time
doing the arduous and labor-intensive steps of
searching, but still be presented with
ideally-suited and perfectly matched funding
opportunities.
HUMAN STUDIES IRB / ETHICS
InfoEd Human Studies / IRB & Ethics is the one
solution that allows all stakeholders access to the
complete protocol and all reviews, while
providing a perfectly suited and individualized
perspective for each stake-holder. Nothing slips
and nothing falls-through, because everyone is
operating on the same page.
ANIMAL STUDIES / IACUC
InfoEd’s Animal Studies module provides
comprehensive support for preparing,
submitting & tracking protocol applications and
organizing the operations of Animal Use
Committees. The intuitive web-based software
puts information at the fingertips of busy
research administrators so they can keep up with
increasing submission activity and proactively
monitor regulatory compliance.

CONFLICT OF INTEREST
Conflict of Interest disclosures need not interrupt
your research activities. Regardless of the
complexities, InfoEd Conflict of Interest ensures
fulllment of management plan requirements,
as well as researcher and staff disclosure
requirements quickly, and flawlessly

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
Ongoing research doesn’t have to take a back
seat to preparing and monitoring institutional
royalty requirements. With InfoEd Technology
Transfer, responding to your technology oce’s
requests and questions is fast and simple,
freeing your time for the next research project.

CLINICAL TRIALS
InfoEd’s Clinical Trials software reduces administrative
burdens and workloads by consolidating
information in a single location that facilitates
collaboration between all the research personnel
supporting your trial.

ANIMAL FACILITIES
With InfoEd Animal Facilities, you’ll know
instantly the precise disposition of every
animal, at every moment, throughout the
entire research lifecycle. No assembling of
documents. No collecting of disparate
financial records. From Husbandry, to Animal
Care, to Facilities staff, your view of inventory
and financial data is instantly available
anywhere and in real time.

Links trials to related protocols, grants, contracts,
publications, conflict of interest information,
and patents. Accessible at any time, from any
computer with Internet access.

A M ES S AG E FRO M THE P RE S I DE N T
Born from Research Administration, InfoEd
Global understands your needs, not only how
they interact with the community, but how
those needs interact with the world we live in.
We are proud of what we have been able to
accomplish through our commitment to
providing the best eRA solutions, and that aim
has resulted in over 20 years of sustained
growth and service to the research community.
All of this enforces our mission “Accelerating
discovery, innovation and answers by
streamlining Research Administration.”

5 Washington SQ STE 2, Albany, NY 12205
+1.800.727.6427 phone

www.infoedglobal.com

+1.518.713.4201 fax

We are excited to show you how InfoEd’s
Research Operating System and the
components therein will allow you and your
institution to flourish. We look forward to the
opportunity for you to join our family which
makes all of us stronger and better equipped
to meet the challenges of today while
growing into the future.
Our connection to the research community
remains just as strong as it was at the time of
our founding, and as the global research
landscape evolves, so, too, will InfoEd Global
strive to remain in the forefront of eRA and
live up to its commitment.

